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Tractor Mounted Midi
Spray (Professional)
- 400Ltr
£7,976.43
Reference: MDM-PROFESSIONAL

Midi Spray 400, 500 or 600 litre tank, 4m boom, PTO drive. Professional specification
larger capacity slim- line tractor mounted sprayers with a wide range of accessories
included. Key Features 400, 500 or 600 litre tank, circuit rinse & eye-wash tanks,
AR70 pump and 3-point linkage frame. Heavy duty 4 metre 3-section folding boom
with break-backs, anti-sag adjustment and height adjustment. 3-section balanced
valve block with pressure regulation, agitation and isolator for each boom section. Incab electronic boom section, pressure & agitation controls. Stainless steel spray lines
with individual nozzle shut-offs Chemical induction hopper with can rinse facility 10m
retracting hose reel & hand lance fitted to sprayer frame Clothing locker Optional
extras include: heavy duty 6m boom, heavy duty 8m manual folding boom with
height adjusting winch and handle, 3-way multi-nozzle turrets, Air Bubble Jet air
inclusion nozzles, boomless nozzles, bout marker. Please ring up for prices. 400 litre
tank Weight: 200kg dry, 600kg full AR70 Pump: 70 l/min, 10 bar 145 psi with safety
valve L1800mm x W1600mm x H1600mm with boom folded 500 litre tank Weight:
200kg dry, 700kg full AR70 Pump: 70 l/min, 10 bar 145 psi with safety valve
L1800mm x W1600mm x H1600mm with boom folded 600 litre tank Weight: 200kg
dry, 800kg full AR70 Pump: 70 l/min, 10 bar 145 psi with safety valve L1800mm x
W1600mm x H1600mm with boom folded The Midi-Spray range of tractor mounted
sprayers is suitable for agriculture, horticulture, sports turf and amenity spraying.
Models are available with Standard or PRO specification and a choice of tank, boom
and pump sizes.The compact dimensions of each machine keep it within the
wheelbase of the tractor. This allows easy access to all areas and reduces the risk of
damage. Standard features on all models 400, 500 and 600 litre tank UV stabilised
8mm thick polyurethane tank with large filler lid, suction filter and drain tap PTO
drive 70 litres/min AR70 twin diaphragm pump 3-point linkage frame with Category 1
fixings 10% boom and circuit rinse tank & 15 litre eye wash tank
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